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Eagles Clip Californians .................... 11
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'Saucy' Mix Set For Show
Comedian Tom Parks, the
musical comedy group The
Toons, and a spaghetti buffet
will combined with a dinner
theatre atmosphere tomorrow
night in the PUB, adding a
new twist to Homecoming
activities at EWU.
Activities director Kathy Kilgore said as far as she knew it
was the first time a dinner
show has been offered as part
of homecoming celebration.
The buffet starts at 7 p.m. and
the show will begin at 7:45
and will run until about 9:30 or

10.

•

Originally from Florida,
Parks has appeared with a
wide range of artists, including Jimmy Buffett, Jean Lu
Ponty, Dr. Hook, and Leo
Kotke. While on the college
circuit Parks has re-ceived high
acclaim and according to Kilgore he will incorporate current EWU campus events into
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HERE
Poetry: SHARON CLARK-BURGLAND, Women's
Center, today, noon.
Nooner: PINEAPPLE, PUB, today, 11 :30 a.m.-1 :30
p.m.
Coronation Dance: PASSAGES, PUB, tonight, 9-12
p.m.
Dinner Show: TOM PARKS AND THE TOONS, PUB,
Friday, 7 p.m.
Parade: HOMECOMING, Cheney, Sat., 10 a.m.
Football: UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND VS. EWU,
Woodward Field, Sat., 1 p.m.
Sassoon and Voice Recital: WILLIAM WATERHOUSE
AND ELIZABETH RITCHIE, Music Building Recital Hall,
Monday, 8 p. m.
Meeting: ASEWU LEGISLATURE, PUB, Monday, 3
p.m.
Volleyball: ·UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO VS. EWU,
Special Events Pavilion, Tues., 7 p.m.
Film: CHRIS AND BERNIE, Women's Center, Wed.,
noon.
Movie: TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN, PUB, Wed.,
1 :30 and 7 p.m.
THERE
Musical: RODGERS AND HART, Spokane Civic
Theatre, Wed.-Sat., 8 p.m.
Cross Country: EASTERN WASHINGTON INVITATIONAL, Finch Arboretum, Tues., 11 a.m.
Homecoming Dance: SUMP 'N ELSE, Davenport
Hotel, Sat., 9 p.m.
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his show.
Parks has several television
appearances to his credit and
his press release claims he is
writing a book entitled "How
to Raise Chinchilla~ in Your
Temporal Lobes" (A definitive
guide to selecting a college
and what to expect from four
years of all-night poker, eight
o'clock classes and institutional food).
Appearing with Parks will
be Th~. Toons, a five-piece
musical comedy group from
San Francisco
The Toons music has been
described as "Beach Boys-Manhattan Transfers" style,
and their act includes a spoof
on music of the '50s and '60s
as well as original material.
Tickets for the dinner show,
entitled "Spaghetti with Comedy Sauce," are available for
$3.50 or $2.00 with meal
ticket.
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AUTO REPAIR . BODY SHOP
GLASS - WRECKING
NEW AND USED PARTS
VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
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CAREER?

A representative
will be on the campus
THURSDAY

OCTOBER 25, 1979
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of

- - -- -
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INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONA1 MANAGEMENT

DAUf'S AUTO

tllUHII

Homecoming activities conclude Saturday night with a
free, semi-formal dance at the
Davenport Hotel.
"Sump 'N Else, a sevenpiece rock-funk· group with a
brass accent, will play from 9
to 1.

SPECIALIZING IN
'58 • '68 T-BIRDS

PLACEMENT

6 STATE HOT LINE SERVICE
24 HOUR WRECKER Si:RVICE

PHONE 235-6123 Cheney
Wash. WATTS Line 800-572-fl655

Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER Pl.ANNING &

Route 2, Box 45
Cheney, WA9!814

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

CUTS AND STYLES FOR MEN
& WOMEN STARTING AT $5
COMPLETE HAIR CARE
M-S 9:00-5:00
CALL 2354975 FOR AN APPOINTMENT

WE CARRY REOKEN PRODUCTS

92.9 KREN·FN
?O's MUSIC PACKAGE WEEKEND
Starts Friday, Oct. 19 at-3:00 p.m. ,
and concludes Sunday, Oct. 21 at 10:00 p.m.
Each music package features a 15-minute
set by a different artist. Listen for these
artists and many more of your favorites .

20 oz. glass
. of Pepsi

KEEP ·THE
TIFF ANY GLASS
OFFER GOOD THROUGH OCT. 31, 1979

911 1st St.

Cheney

235-8405

Beatie$ • Rolling Stones • Kinks • Eagles • Chicago
Doobies • Fleetwood Mac • Boston • David Bowie • Heart
Little River Band • Robin Trower • Styx • Neil Young
George Benson • Pink Floyd • Elton John • Weather
Report • Poco • Led Zeppelin • Joan Armatrading
Genesis • Yes • Joe Walsh • Bob Dylan • Charlie Daniels
CSNY • Marshall Tucker Band • Jimmy Buffett • Cars
Santana • Charlie• Foreigner • Cheap Trick • Molly Hatchet

SPOKANE'S ALBUM STATION

•
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tlie 2nd front p~ge
Leg Revamps Manpower

'Ticket' Holders!
.
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A comprehensive reorganization by the Associated Student
Government legislature was enacted this week with the aim of
making that body more effective in resolving student problems.
Legislator Craig Mason explained that the revamp of the
legislature will move it out of the committee system and into a
means of 0peration that will make indivi ual members of the
body more accountable to students,

<

"Issues and student problems used to get lost in a committee
with members thinl<ing that the other person had handled the
matter. In our new organizational plan individual members will
be responsible for handling matters in areas designated as
their's by appointment," Mason explained.
Under the new plan the legislature will appoi·nt specific
members to conduct leg business with the university president,
the academic matters, the faculty, student employment,
athletics, the inter-dorm council, extended program,s, student
services, and commuter problems.

Extended programs and student services will each have a
mu!tiple of responsibilities under their purview. As many as six
areas of student services will be handled by that representative
· •• •. wnile the extended prograrps legislator will be conc~~ned with
seven areas of extended pr6grams including operatioris· like the
. Bon Marche, the university foundation, and alumni relations.

.>
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,; . · ·. -:The commuter rep will be concerned with ensuring tbat
"'-problems peculiar to .that segment of student population get
adequate representation and action at the legislative l~vel.
Financial and budgeting matters will remain in a panel
process wi'th a five legislative members overseeing the fund
planning and making recommendations to the ASG. The head
of the fiscal panel will work with the university business and
finance committee.

~·: ·

Three legislators will serve on a review and propo_sal task
force that will writ.e. bi_lls an-9 assist ind,ivid'l,laJ _l~gi~lato!s. [n
researching material for bills. The panel will be serving for one
quarter and will be primarily a consultant body.
One representative of the legislature will be appointed to
serve as liaison with the Washington Association of Unive~sity
Students which is presided over by Eastern ASG President Mike
Leahy.

ti'
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That member will attend WAUS meetings and make contacts
among the legislative members from other universities in order
to share information ond ideas beneficial to student
governments in general.
,
The next issue of the Easterner will have the name of the
appointees and numbers where they ca·n be reached.

'If you've gotten a ticket for parking in a lot other
than your assigned one because it was full, ASG
President Mike Leahy would like you to bring it to his
office on the third floor of the PUB so he can void it.
Leahy has the power to void parking tickets issue·d
to students and he is offering this option to paying
the fine to students who he feels are being ticketed
•
under an unfair set of circumstances.
"The administration is voiding all tickets for
visitors but many of those visitors are toking up
space in ·student lots," Leahy explained, adding,
"That leaves the student with a $12 decal at risk of ·
getting a ticket for parking in another lot. That's
unfair."
Although the ASG president is primarily interested
· in tickets issued for parking in the wrong lot he
extends the idea a shade further.
"I'd like anyone who feels they were ticketed
mder ur,{G1ir circumstonces ·to br~ng· t.hat citation to
:nx office. I ·have the a.uthority 19 void ·those tickets
that are not justified in my mind and I will do so," he
said.
Leahy also said that he had approached the
administration about the inequity in the parking
situation and received no positive response .
"I was asked to wait until next quarter to press this ·
matter. I don't think that students should have to go
through the whole quarter paying unfair fines,"
Leahy explained.
An adminstration spokesman said . that problems
with parking .are very well recognized and that they
thought that Leahy's intent was to publicize the
student court appeal system for tickets students fee l
were given unfairly.
Leahy countered by saying, "The cause of the
problem is an unfair policy that creates problems for
students, as well as expense. Changing the policy is
the resolution."

How's Your Health?
Physical health, or at least
an interest in it, is rapidly
becoming America's national
past-time and EWU is no
exception, says Jack Leighton,
EWU men's P.E. professor and
HPERA chairman.
"I see a greater interest in
sports; even if it's just looking
at football on T.V.," he said
from behind his desk ornamented with neatly stacked
attendance and grading
sheets.
"It's becoming more a part
of our cultur'e--either as participation or spectating."
Leighton sees the increase
. in sports interest as a direct
result of the Increase in literature on the topic.

"People are better educated in sports and health.
They know now how well they
should feel and how to go
about improving their health."
According to Leighton, students using the Phase II facilities seem to be in good
physical shape, perhaps better
than students from past years.
"It's hard though to get a
picture of the total school's
physical health," he said as he
turned in his chair. "We just
get to see the people who use
the Phase. These people are
inclined to be in better shape
anyway."
Leighton does believe the
world as a whole however is
. constantly improving in sport's

•

records.
"People are larger and
stronger than they used to be
and they start training youn-.
ger. Lo.ck at Tracy Austint he
pointed out. "She was a star
tennis player at 16."
"People are more specialized now. It's rare to see
someone who is excellent in
more than one sport or who
puts the energy into more than
one," Leighton continued.
"Training is now year-rouna
where it just used to be for the
length of that sport's season."
EWU at one time gave
physical fitness tests to all its
students and was able to
compare them with the national average, said Leighton.

"We've stopped doing that
now because of all the restrictions," Leighton explained.
"Now we really have no way
of judging the health of the
campus as a whole."
The numbers of students
enrolled in P.E. or recreation
classes hasn't increased appreciably although Leighton
has noticed a large turnout for
specific classes such as jogging.
"The typical student on
campus I think, has never
been in the Phases," said
Leighton. "I don't think students . really realize how fortunate they are. We
have
some of the finest equipment
anywhere for a school of our

size."
Leighton sa id that the complexes were built with a
health spa format in m ind. The
job was done so well, he said,
that a group of midwestern
builders will be visiting the
campus soon to get ideas for
their own P.E. complex .
"Students should take advantage of all that's available
here. We've got everything a
spa has and · more," said
Leighton. "And the student
isn't paying out an arm and a
leg."

.- Xaren Caddis
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Is Your Garbage
Being Spread Around?
Steve Martin was right. People are p~gs! Complete
evidence of that exists all over the campus.
Check the bus stop at the PUB. It looks like someone
expects hundreds of cigarette butts to recycle themselves back to the earth. The trash cans looked stuffed
but if someone took enough effort to shove their throwaway in with gusto it would make room for more trash.
The steps on the other side of the PUB look like
the leftovers from a pig-out any day after ·1 :30 p.m.
Papers, cups, remnants of food and more butts are
strewn along the side of the euilding.
The grassy areas adjacent to the PUB and Patterson
appear as if a McDonalds' trash barrel was spilled over
in selected spots.
Tongue clucking about violating .the beauty of the
campus is irrelevant. Littering should be as repugnant
anywhere, as it is along Eastern's sidewalks.
It is incredible that a student body with a large percentage of people spending time daily getting themselves as spanky as a finalist in the Donny and Marie
Dress-off should be such thoughtless swine regarding
their environment. Tacky, tacky, tacky.
Any student shifting the responsibility to an undermanned grounds crew is a suspect in the mess. It
wouldn't be so bad if litter barrels weren't so accessible. I suppose it's too much trouble to dump the
ice out of the used cup and put it in your hip little book
bag until you get to a trash can?
Imagine you're in your bedroom. Some friend walks
in, extinguishes a cigarette on your floor and leaves the
butt lay there. Then he crumples up a paper cup tlrlrows
it in the corner, tosses an empty French Fry sack on
your bed an~ winds, it .'-:IP by planting .~IJ..apP,le, core in
v,o~t ~~tra~j\_!rry.: ~bp'_c;{j;1_yt.thet~~lin:t Ea~~Qd-on ,him in
a hot min~te. Don't pull that same act out orr the street.
Since the· ASG would find anti-litter bans ' almost unenforcable we won't suggest that. However, in keeping
with the Easterner's policy of reporting the issues our
photographers will have an eye out for any student,
faculty or administrator littering and the guilty will find
their picture published appropriately.

.

Letters
Editor's Note: Both Leland
Smith and Mork Newmon,
authors of the following letters, ore port-time employees
of the sports information office, a branch of the administration public relations effort.

Dear Editor:
You worry too much!
mean, after only three ;issues
1 ·r e ·.
of tlie · Easletner· ' ahcfl
publ'icizing your owh ' exed.1- .
tion. I know Jesus knew it was
coming, but come off it, you're
not in Jesus' league yet. Toke
it easy man. Go home tonight,
sit down with a six-pack, a few
joints, (I take it you scored
some good acid off Allen
Ginsberg) and just let yourself
be totally average for a while.

voo

Maybe even try a John Wayne
impression, or Ed Sullivan, I
don't know., but please get the
paranoia out of your head.
Ya know what happens
when an editor like yourself
thinks he's down the tube? He
dresses up like an albino Arab
and throws skunks in front of
university president's cars.
Now I've seen the "Yassir
Atsafact" routine and I think
it's witty and has some derogatory value, but hey! I saw
H. Doc Frederickson in Sho-w:0lter .the other, day and l:ie •
smelled lpad.
And I do~'t thi11k it W,QS Diet
Pepsi either.
Sincerely,
~eland Smith
V

1
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•
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Dear Editor:
What is a "modicum journalist acumen"?
I don't claim to hove the
extensive vocabulary that you

'Yassir Atsafact' by Edd O'Donnell, Editor

Words Contain
With my editorship ending
with this edition there is a part
of me inclined toward trying
to produce some profoundity
in this column. Don't worry.
I'm not going to try. I'm
stopped by the words of the
great American politicianstatesman, Adlai Stevenson.
"Man does not live by
words alone. Which is probably good considering the amount of times he has to eat
them." The quote is a paraphrase from a poor memory
but the message is clear.
* * * * * *
A plea to plant maintenance folks regarding the lighting of the iron fences along
the second floor entrance to
the PUB.
Folks, it is darker than the
hubs of hell around there
beca1:1se most of the lights set
up for the sidewalk are either
at ha If pow~r or broken.
Having those fixed before
daylight hours wane further
and those sidewalks become
icy could forestall a nasty fall
and on even nastier negli-

gence lawsuit.
* * * * * *
Willow Springs Magazine is
put out by the student Literary
Guild. It could be an opportunity to get early works of
some writer or poet who will
one day be famous. I bet
Eastern wishes it hod some
works from internationally
famous artist Edward Kienholz, who once attended here.
I have o friend who shared
an office space with a struggling writer many years ago in
Chicago. My friend rescued all
the writer's warm-up paragraphs and discarded ideas
from the wastecon. He now
has an extensive collection of
insights into the talent and
development of John Steinbeck.
Willow Springs is a buck to
students and well worth it. It
would also make a nice subscription gift for parents.
Speaking of subscriptions I
find that the Easterner hos no
means of taking subscriptions
for sending home. It is a
tedious, complex process but

one that should be offered to
students. If you'd I ike to have
that, and are willing to pay for
it, let the ASG offices know
and maybe something can be
arranged. Then again, maybe
you don't wont the folks to
know what's going on here.
* * * * * *
Well, Fidel is back in Havana arid N.Y. survived his U.N.
speech, the pro and con
demonstrations and the first
visit of the hemisphere's leading Communist chief in twenty
years. His visit raises a few
questions.
Does the man really have
5,000 sets of drip dry khakis?
Will he be buried with his
cigar? What would the real
Cuban revolutionary, Che
Guevarra, say had he seen
Fidel sipping champagne with
the Third World elite? Methinks the Maoist Che would
have blown his beret and possibly that's why he never
ret_u rned from a guerrilla foray
in South America.
Our State Department hasn't
said much about Cuba these

;-,,

seem to possess, or want
everybody to think you possess, but f.rom reading your
pap~rs to date; I must take the
mear;1ing as a st..wpid;}·,halfcocked, biased arid -"L1otol ly ,
unprofessional journaHst .
The only reason you :hoven't
gotten any letters to the ,e<fitor
that "contain no tones (sic)
condemning , i ~aCCtJ;f10'CY in
Easterner reporting" is tliat
anyone who criticizes usually ,,,
waits until they collect substantial evidence to do so,
s.ome:thirng you dppore,ntly
don't og,ree with.
"·
· Well, if you think those few
administrators ore the only
ones w.ho think your (sic} an
ass, then you n;iight as r:we.11 sit
down for shock beca,0s~;iJhis
student agrees.
t:ii; .
You apparently hqv.~ ; W!)Ur
editorial s:;olumn onc;t ~n~ws
articles mixed up. You 1~!1~~m to
do more editorializing ig your
(continued page 5) ··

o Vitamins
past twenty years because the
communist plan has been
working quite well there. Almost everybody is literate,
fed, employed and receiving
health core. Through massive
infusions of Soviet funds, you
protest! True, but our side hos
dumped lots of bucks into
Taiwan, South Vietnam, Haiti,
South Korea, and a list that
could go on ad nauseum.
There ore still people starving
in those places.
If, however, you'd like to
get an idea of the joke that
passes for free press ar,d free
speech in Cuba, stop by the
Easterner and scan a recent
edition of GRAMMA, the communist party's house organ in
Cuba. We keep getting the
thing every week and the
propaganda prose will roll
ybu on the floor. Contrary to
reports from Showalter Hall,
we do not take our news ilems
and editorial material from
that publication.
* * * * * *
A final note to the administration. Dear folks, your at-

tempts to upgrade the image
of Eastern to true university
stature in the Spokane area
are commendable: It is a
laudable undertaking for an
institution that has much to
offer.
However, in order to project
a progressive image to the
community you must first
come in out of the Fifties.
Recognize that the days when
the student body exists to
serve the ends of a university
are over. Realize that the best
education you can give young
people is on explanation of
the pitfalls in any action and
your support when they insist
on finding out for themselves.
Adopt a posture that you exist
to protect the students' right to
be wrong and you will prosper
in the finest traditions ·in
American education.
Do not attempt to extend the
mores and proprieties of your
time and beliefs onto these
young people and you will
find them quite reasonable in
their own rites.

Letters from our readers
•

articles than you do in your
Since apathy is a problem
editorials. You are so comamong the students at Eastern ,
pletely biased against the
we were suprised at how
administration that it causes
quickly the fun was brought to
me, as you would put it,
an end by the Cheney Police.
eructotion of aliment. (sic)
The toga party was arrang,.
Any good journalist knows
ed to beoin at 8:30. Since the
that you don't use sarcastic,
Bodeen House is located in
biased statements in straight
the center of campus, nearly
news stories, something which
all the students walked to the
is common practive (sic) for
function . But were forced to
you. For all I know, from
leave at 10:30 by the police,
reading your publications, is
Chene~ is a college town
the administration is a bunch
and will always have college
of 'unqualified idiots and Mike
parties. With Eastern's strict
Leahy is a saint.
rules the parties may not occur
I do know a few things for
as often· as they do at other
sure.
state univer·sities, but they will
First, the people in the
never end. The abrupt ending
administration certainly didn't . . of the toga party forced stuobtain their present jobs by
dents in cars in search of
being unqualified. They are
entertainment elsewhere.
professionals and I'm sure
The administration and the
they have a much better idea
Cheney police should be
of ·what they're doing than
praising the people who inyou ever will.
volve the students in functions
Secondly, as far as Mike
close to campus, which actualLeahy goes, l;ve met him and
ly may be limiting the amount
he appears to be a conscienof car acciden,ts and property
tious student trying to do the
damage elsewhere.
best job possible. But even
Ninth Floor Pearce
saints make mistakes in this
terrestrial sphere. Boy, you're
Dear Editor,
really starting to wear off on
As a resident of Sutton Hall,
me. Anyway, you should stop
I am following Sutton's fate
taking , ey,erything Leahy tells
with close attention. As . I
you as · fact and do a I ittle
understand the situation, the
digging in his direction. You
psychology department wants
never:, know what you might
to disposses the veterans just
find and besides, if you spend
so the psych department won't
the' rest of the year, or
be inconvenienced for a year
however long you've ,got bewhile their building is refore you get canned, digging
modeled? Doesn't that seem a
in Showalter, you might get
bit much to do to the veterans?
bored with trying to sensaEspecially at a time when
tionalize every problem you
everyone ,seems to be· paying
get .your •" •Atsafoct',' hand~ on.
so much lip service to- doing
Moving on to other things,
things for veterans--especially
your last editorial about Tapsychologists.
wanka Commons was a real
If it really depends on a
masterpiece. You should take
decision between the veterans
time tb find the answers to
and the psychology departsome9 .,'o~ the ' questions you
ment, which headline will
brou_g ht up before you go off
sound worse for the univerhalf-.:.cocked and ' rip the mansity:
agen1ier,t. 'I'm sure you could
EWU THROWS VETS OUT
nave ¥alked-with whoever is in
ON STREET
chargij i ~f'Tawan~a and got
or
information . that possi,bly
EWU PSYCH DEPARTMENT
would have made your comLOSES BID FOR OFFICE SPACE
ment much more effective.
Sincerely,
The heresay is you don't even
Keith Blower
have a meal ticket for Tawanka so how would you know
Dear Editor:
about the food if you don't
· Now, now Mr. O'Donnell,
even eat ther~? Of course this
you didn~t really believe that
is only heresay, not fact. If it is
the faculty of EWU were going
true, then I would hope the
to abandon their American
next time you write something
dream to rescue "Freedom of
on heres.ay, you would state
the Press."
that in your column.
As Woody Allen would say-Well, I feel I'm wasting my
"they need the eggs" or as
time because I know you have
Moco Sabroso would say, 'les
"girded for battle" already.
faltan- los huevos."
God only knows that I might
Ruben Trejo
be some puppet of the adminArt Dept.
istration that's ready to nail
Dear Editor:
you, the student's saviour, to
Since Chuck St. John is not a
the cross.
tenured
facu l ty member, his
However, don't con yourself
position as advisor to the
into believing it. There are a
EASTERNER
is illegal.
few students on this campus
Edd
O'Donnell
is a compewith enough brains · to know
tent newspaperman with conyou rate far below a saviour
siderable
aplomb. His efforts
but just below a jackass.
as editor are appreciated.
Sincerely,
St. John's attempts to disMark A. Newman
miss O'Donnell as editor is an
absurdity that needs no further
Dear Editor:
explanation.
Saturday night, October 6,
A.S. President Mike Leahy's
the Bodeen House organized
ambivalent stance i11 this mattheir second annual "Toga
ter seriously questions his
Party." With apathy being a
ability to represent the student
problem at Eastern Washingbody.
ton University, it was amazing
Mike Hargraves
how oil the students were
Junior
involved in preparing for the
party.

• ,,

Dear Editor:
I would like to clarify a
seemingly trivial error in your
assessment of our great new
Eagle football Coach Dick
Zornes. Last week's article,
"Individual Counts" states incorrectly that Zornes' CBC
football team was named 1he
national junior college champions.
Although the team was
undefeated ( 10-0) they were
not invited to ploy in the
Junior Rose Bowl game in
Pasadena and therefore, it
would be most incorrect to
proclaim them "national junior college champions." Let's
give credit where credit is
due.
Stephen Hughes
Dear Editor,
Before Edd O'Donnell came
along, reading the paper was
a bland experience. Now
they're trying to get rid of him.
Why?
I've heard that a lot of St.
John's relatives went to EWU. I
guess he thinks he owns the
place as a result. What happend to student government?
They must be a real cartoon to
stand around while this happens.
Sincere'ly,
Judy ·Burnham
A Cheneyite that reads
the Easterner

Dear Editor:
I confess.
Some of my relatiyes have
attended £WU. One was a,

great aunt who was here fr.om
1910-1912. The other was her
sister who attended in about
1916.

Chuck St. John

Editor 's Note: the signers of
the following letter are members of the Associated Student
Government legislature.
Dear Edito.r:
As concerned and involved
students of EWU, a serious
problem has come to our
attention. This problem being
the internal clash between theEasterner Staff and the Associated Student Government
(ASG) and more specifically
the attack on the A.S. presi dent by the staff.
We believe the group of
people currently writing and
editing the newspaper are
totally ignorant of the processes and procedures that
govern student publications
within the ASG structure.
When the staff of the newspaper decided to give Mike
Leahy such a ridiculous insulting award they were in
effect insulting themselves.
Being a part of the ASG, the
Easterner has a duty to support
the rights of all student. This
end will never be ochi e
l if
the newspaper continual ly attacks those people who support its existance, such as
Leahy.
Stude nt concerns will only
be truly recognized when the
newspaper and the ASG work
tog eth er. Up to this point, w e
have seen no willingness, on
the part of the Easterner staff,

I

,to cooperate with the ASG. As
long as this uncooperative
attitude persists students at
Eastern will not receive the
representation they deserve.
Another . item that has been
called to our attention is Mike
Leahy's effort to work a compromise between the university administration and the
Easterner editor. Leahy continued to work towards this goal
until the October 11 issue of
the . paper was pub I ished.
However, at that point any
hope of a strong working
r,elationship between the
newspaper staff and the ASG
was destroyed.
Furthermore, it is a known
fact that one AS legislator
tried to work a compromise
between the ASG, the university personnel and the Easterner staff. This suggestion
was met with a totally ne~ative reaction.
Perhaps the most widespread fallacy is that Edd
O'Donnell was indeed fired.
This is in no way true. We
quote from a memo sent on
October 12, 1979, from Edd
O'Donnell.
"In keeping with our conversation of two weeks ago I
am writing to you to reaffirm
my withdrawing from editing
the Easterner effective October 18. That will be my last
issue as editor."
A student newspaper should
always report the facts no
matter who is affected. The
ASG should be in no way
protected by the Easterner. But
the newspaper should not use
biased facts, in order to present only their side of the
story.
For th'ese reasoni .w e J:>e. lleve :the Easterrrer ·staff ,ohd
their work should be closely
evaluated. The students of this
ur;iiversity must decide if they
want a newspaper that thrives
on biased representation of
facts -or a newspaper that
presents' articles that inform in
an objective truthful manner-we believe the choice is
obvious.
Richard J. Cavanaugh Jr.
Curt A. Jantz
Greg Fazzari
Jack R. Smith
John E. Bauknecht
Kathy Svinth
Susan L. Selle
Marc Lindsey
Denise M. Wolford
Dear Editor,
In response to my fellow
legislators' comments above, I
must state my disagreement.
Any "clash" that may occur
between the Easterner and the
ASG is not "internal." The
Easterner is not the official
mouthpiece of the student
government. The Easterner
has a duty to print the truth as
it sees it.
As long as we are given
ample space on the editorial
page to defend ourselves, we
in government should welcome a watchdog press keeping us on our toes.
Although it would be nice if
the Easterner and the ASG
coincidentally agreed with
each other about how to
represent the students, the
ASG should not expect the
Easterner to "cooperate"
when cooperation means sacrificing its principles for our
politi cal expediency.
Admittedly, I f e el last
week's Easterner was preoccupied with what appeared to
be a personal ity clash as w e ll
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as a governmental problem of
conflict of interest. A greater
emphasis on facts and less on
personalities would have suited me better.
However, I prefer a paper
that will raise issues over a
cowardly or controlled paper.
And a paper that raises issues
will irritate everyone some of
the time.
If, once in a while, we end
up angry at the Easterner as
members of student government, that probably means the
paper is doing its job.
Our duty as a student government is to make certain
that our student press is indeed· free to represent what
the paper sees to be students'
rights. I'm afraid that my
fellow legislators fail not only
to see the need to keep the
paper out from under the administration's control, but out
from under student govern-•
ment's control as well .
Sincerely,
Craig A. Mason
Legislator# 14
Dear Editor:
I support the Constitution of
the United States of America,
the Bill of Rights and, especially, the First Amendment to
the Constitution. I love living
in a country where my freedom of speech is guaranteed
by the press' freedom to print
honestly what I say. I would
hope that the university system would be a place where
these values were expressed
and honored.
Therefore, though I may not
0:1"":';l'Y;~ ?9ree w _itr _yol}r l?'-!Q. nacious j_ournplistic attitude, I
support you in continuance of
your job as -Easterner's editor·:
If you are removed,. then I will
know that freedom of expression is not honored at this
university and that this university can legitimately be
called repressive and, possibly, · facistic in bent. Time will
tell .
To the university officials, I
suggest that the fair way to
deal with this situation is to
allow Edd O'Donnell to work
out his contract this year, and
in the natural course of events, to replace him legitimately at the end of his term.
The university's fears of him
only make me feel that the
univers ity has things to hide. If
he is replaced, I wi II know the
university has skeletons in its
closets.
George Thomas
Poetry Editor

Willow Springs Mag .

Dear Editor:
How is Chuck St. John qual ified to call Edd O' Donnell
unprofessional?
O'Donn e l I has upset the
status quo. The powers that be
seem to be riled by all this. It
becomes appare nt who their
pawns are.
What do these powerful
people at our 'un ivers i ty' have
to be afraid of? It is clear to
this reader that something is
very far amiss when a 35-year
old freshman can work the
hierarchy of this institution
into an uproar.
Michael Krukar

..
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It is rare that a collegiate
publication with the circulation of the EASTERNER collects
the talent that haunts the

darkroom in the PUB building.
For a man to see beauty, life
and love through the lens as
lovingly as our photo artists do

is a g ift. When space allows

fea tures the wo rks of HA YES

we will be proud to prese nt
the artistry of these talents in
our pages. This set of f-stops

JOURNEY, FERNA N DO RO LDA N and Photo Editor ERIC
HAMMER .

"
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Busi g Is Great
In-A ts Business
The fine arts of Eastern
Washington University take to
the road this fall as the Arts
Bus takes its cultural events to
communities within 150 miles
of Cheney.
The Arts Bus recently com pleted a showing at the Spokane Interstate Fair in Spokane. While in Spokane, the
bus was used to exhibit pottery works while a group of
EWU potters demonstrated a
variety of techniques for
throwing pots.
This is the third year the
converted military bus has
taken its free demonstrations
and art shows to towns or

schools wanting to enhance
their cultural offerings.
Last year the University
Qance Troupe rode along to
present a variety of presentaltions and shows.
The bus is being remodeled
this year with ramps to allow
Ihandicapped visitors to take
advantage of the gallery in
the bus. Faculty in the School
of
I Fine Arts at Eastern are
exploring the possibility ·of
Iadding an awning to the bus
and fitting it with a · portable
l stage to carry actors and
I chamber music groups, as
well as the art gallery.
/ The Arts Bus does not
charge for its appearances,.
I but operates with money from
I grants received by the performers and donations from

OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year round . Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, Etc. All
Fields, $500-$1,200 monthly. Expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free info. Write: IJC, Box 52, Corona Del
Mar, Ca. 92625.

67 Yonge St.. Suite 150<1

Toronto. Ontario. Canada
MSE 1J8

(416) 366-6549

Tryouts for junior varsity
cheerleaders .are coming up.
There will be an informational
meeting October 22 at 3 p.m.
in the curriculum lab at JFK
Library. Interested students
should attend thi~ meeting.

Ed itqr ............. ........ .................. ...... .... .. .... .. ...... .. ...... .. ... .... ......... ... . Edd O'Donnell
Photo Ed i tor ................. .. ... ... ... .. .. ...... .. ..... ..... ..... ...... ......... ............ .... Eric Hammer
Photo graphers... ............................. .... ......... .. .. .... ... . Hayes Journey, Doug Brown
Sports Editor ........ ......... ....... .... ....... ..... ... ...... .. .. ... .. ...... .. .......... .... .. .. ..... Jerry King
Sports Writers ..... .............. ............ ... ........... .. ...... .. ...... Mitch Mentor, Jim McBride

I
I Writers :

Fine Arts ...... .. ...... .... .......... ... .. .... .... ..... .... ... ... .. ............ .. ............. .. ... Befly Buckley
Entertainment .. ... ...... .. .. .. ..... ... ....... .. .. ... ..... .... ... ... ... ...... ........ ...... .. ... Steve Hanna
News Features ...................... ... ..... Karen Caddis, Rick Durand, Ginny Kavanaugh
Onigwe Echikunwoke

CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE

ESSAY SERVICES

Tryouts

The Easterner

RESEARCH
Send now for latest catalog.
Thousands of termpapers on all
subjects. Enclose $5.00 to cover
Lrelurn postage.

the host communities or citi zens.
For more information on the
Arts Bus contact the Art Department.

I Artist ... ...... ..... ... ..... ..... .... .. ...... ........... .. ... .... .. ... ... ..... ...... ....... ... Mork Steven Luna
I

Ad Manager .... .. .... .. .. ......... : .. ... .. ..... ..... ........ .. .... ....... .... .. .. ...... .. ....Brynn Edwards
Adv isor ............ .. ....... : ..... .. ... .. ......... ........... ..... ........... ........ ........... Chuck St. John
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LUBE 8nd/or OIL SPECIAL

402 2nd St. - 235-6238

In.terviews
The following are the dates
for interviews being held this
week.
Contact the Placement Office in Showalter 310 for rnore
information.
Oct. 23--Coopers and Lybrand will be here to interview accounting majors.
Oct. 24--Morris, lee and

'\

Company will be here to
inJerview accounting ma,1ors.
Oct. 24--0ld Nationa'I Bank
· will be here to interview
accounting, managem~ . t, fi. nonce, etc. majors.
Oct. 24--Peat, Marwick, Mitchel I and Company wi U be
here to interview for ·~ ounting positions.

SPECIAL NOTIClE!.!!
lihe CAPIYOL TIRE PRICE LIST

coupon)

RATCLIFFE FORD

The PUB multi-purpose room had almost emptied out Monday
as students returned to class, but that didn't diminish the energy
of progressive country group, Shannondoah. They had the style
and enthusjasm to keep taking one young woman's attentions
from her books as they played into early afternoon. They are
appearing at the Landmark in the Spokane Valley.

,

. MO~TH OF OCTOBER
10% dispount parts & labor
(with

Photo by Eric Ham·mer

is again being provided to
EWU Students, Faculty & Staff Members
as an

~~~•

INSER'f TO THIS ISSUE OF TiHE
EASTERNER
CAPITOL TIAI SALES/WAREHOUSES, INC.
6422 E. Second Ave.

(UQt

~~

Spokane. Wash . 99206
Now you can buy your

dwwt~?

TIRES, BATTERIES & SHOCKS
at group rates

4 " S ~.~
!

()a,

19 ad 20

$5,00

Compare our prices and see!
Compare our prices and see!

I

PHONE (509) 535-8733
VISIT US SOON FOR YOUR WINTER TIRE NEEDS

~
~ SHAMPOO-CUT-BLOW DRY-$6.00
~
________________
...
~
RON'S BARBER SHOP

(Moved from 112 College Ave. to 111 F Street across
from Owl Pharmacy)

236 4808

STYLE CUTS - PRECISION & RAZOR CUTTING

809- -ld

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
8-6:30 M -TH
8-3:00 F
WE CARRY JHIRMACK AND REDKEN PRODUCTS

Torrens Takes 1st
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C-C Women Clea~ Up
by Mitch Mentor
Sports Writer
The Eastern women's cross
country team, paced by wireto-wire leader Cathy Torrens,
took second place in the
Washington State Invitational
in Pullman last Saturday.
Torrens' 17:53 first place
time was 25 seconds ahead of
teammate Jacki VanDeBrake
who finished third after battling the entire 3.1 mile course
with WSU's G<:Jyle Garmore,
the second place runner.
"The race plan was to let
Idaho set the pace and to just
follow their lead," said coach
Sheila Wilkins. "It worked
perfectly as the girls were
able to charge at the end of
the race," she added.
"I thought our team ran
extremely well," said Wilkins.
"We have to beat the · University of Idaho to go to the
national competition in Tollahasse in November, a_nd I was
pleased to see we can do just
that."
Wilkins noted, howeve_r, ·
that in order to improve future
team finishes the number five,
six and ~~ven runners. need to
tighten. · p and finish closer to

the top four.
The women's team will host
nine other teams this Saturday
in the EWU Invitational run
which will be at Finch Arboretum. This will be the same
course that the regional meet
will be run on in two weeks.
Look for the women to place
high this weekend though
Montana State is favored to
run off with top honors. The
Fihch Arboretum is an excellent spectators course and
race time Saturday is 10:30
a.m.
The Eastern men's team,
now ranked fifth in the NAIA
national cross country poll,
will host . Eastern Oregon,
Whitworth, and Montana State
this Saturday at the EWU
Invitational at Spokane's Finch
Arboretum beginning at 11 :15
a .m.
The meet will feature some
of the finest talent in the
Inland Empire. The men's
team took last week off from
competition.
On October 6th, a squad of
Easterh ru'hners led by race
winner Randy Gehrts, took
second place at the Eastern
Oregon Invitational.

•

,I

Gehrts, timed in 26: 17, finished 13 seconds ahead of the
pack, which included Eagles
Darin Goff and Dave Hall in
sixth and eighth places respectively.
The squad, composed of
runners not competing at Fort
Casey, missed first place by
only one point as North Idaho
C.C. netted 35 to the Eagles 36
points.

Eagles
Numbe,~1
Eastern Washington University was the winner of the
NAIA District I All-Sports trophy for the 1978-79 school
year.
EWlJ bod JO 1 pcinJs to
second-place finisher Central
Washington's 88. Eastern took
first-place points in cross country and track and field, second-place points in wrestling,
football and tennis, and thirdplace points in baseball to win
the title.
It was the third time EWU
has won the district trophy
which was first 9iven in 1975.

Gridders Tuning

'

The EWU Eagles will take on
the Loggers of the University
of Puget Sound in the 1979
EWU Homecoming game this
Saturday at 1 p.m. at Woodward Field. Eastern is 3-1 on
the season while NCAA Divi sion II school, UPS, is 4-2.
While Eastern was defeating Cal -State Hayword last
Saturday, 24-22, in Hayward,
UPS was also winning, beating
Southern Utah State 28-23, in
Tacoma.
UPS is led by All -American
candidate quarterback Ivy
Iverson, who is averaging 180
yards passing per game with
over 52 percent accuracy.
The Loggers have lost to the
University of Idaho, 34- 10, and
Portland State, 72-35, while

i~~.,.,. . . .,
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Eastern Washington University swept the first two places
enrQute to dominating the individual and team competition a week ago at the Vandal
Marine rifle tournament in
Moscow.
The Eagle red team, paced
by Lloyd McEvers' 278! won
the team title with 1,083 of a
poss ible 1,200. Eastern's white
team, with Eddy Hole scoring
279, finished second at 1,035.
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Shooters

12hp. Roll
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..... ·

~

defeating Chico State 16-7,
'Cal Poly Pomona, 28-23, Pacific Lutheran, 29-14, and South ern Utah State, 28- 13.
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Luncheon menu served from 11 a.m.-2:15 p.m .._
Thurs., Oct. 18: · Beef Barley Soup, Polish Sausage
with Potato Pancakes, Macaroni &
Cheese, Tuna Salad Bowl
Fri., Oct. 19:
; C~(!I ~f-Mpst.:lri"],· ij~ffben Sandwich,
Pork Fried Rice, Meat, Salad Bowl
Sat., Oct. 20:
Brunc,h
.Sun., Oct. 21:
Brunch
Minestone
Soup, Grilled Cheese Sand
.Qpf. 22:
wich, Turkey w/Noodles, Fruit Salad
with Apple Bread
t .
' Tues., Oct. 23:
Chicken Noodle Soup, Chili/Corn.
bread, Bologna , Sandwich/Potato
.,,
Chips, Savory Chs Salad
I11 .
,}dkd., Oct. 24:
Clam Chowder, Hamburger/Bkd
Bean Salad, Tuna Noodles Casserole,
Egg Salad Bowl
Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's Office for
10 lunches for $15 or $1.65 per lunch.
Off campus meal tickets $3.19 per day.
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SURE CURE FOR THE MUNCHIES
SPECIALTY SANDWICHES
· DOUBLE WHAMMY
STROMBOLI
HAM OR TURKEY W/CHEESE

OUTRAGEOUS
BURGERS•FRIES•SHAKES
MON-THURS: 11 A.M.-10 P.M.
FRI-SAT: 11 A.M.-12 P.M.
SUNDAY: RESTING

CALLIN
235-6126

SPEED READING COURSE
TOBETAUGHTINCHENEY
Arrangements have been made for
Washington Rapid Reading Centers of
Seattle to conduct their famous speed
reading and study technique course to
a limited number of qualified people
here in Cheney. ·
This course can train the average
person to read five to ten times faster
and with better comprehension, concentration, and improved retention.
The course guarantees to triple a
person's reading speed or 1,000 words
per minute, whichever is greater, and
with better comprehension. The guarantee, however, is a bare minimum,
as the average graduate will end the
course in excess of 2,000 words per
minute.
For those who would like more information, a series of FREE lectures
have -been scheduled. These 1½ hour
meetings are open to the public above

age 14 and the course will be explained
in complete detail, including a special
"one time" only introductory tuition
that is less than half the cost of similar
courses.
You only have to attend one of these
free lectures for complete details on
entrance requirements, class schedules
and classroom procedures. There is no
obligation to enroll by attending one of
these free meetings and many valuable
ti~ on how to improve your own reading speed at home will be given. Students, businessmen and businesswomen
alike will benefit from this valuable lecture.
These free meetings will be conducted as follows: Lectures in Cheney Monday, October 15 at 7: 45 p.m.
Tuesday, October lf at 7:45 p.m.
Wednesday, October 17 at 7:45 p.m.
Thursday, October 18 at 7:45 p.m.

All meetings in Cheney will be held
at Eastern Washington University,
Pence Union Building, Room 3A.
The course requires that you attend
class one night per week for just three
short weeks. At the end of the course an
in depth advanced homestudy course on
cassette will be given each student as a
reinforcement tool and will allow the
student to attain his maximum ability.
The author of the course is Mr. W.
D. Scott. Mr. Scott has been involved
in teaching Speed Reading for the last
15 years. He has taught every major
speed reading course and has lectured
on many, many college and university
campuses throughout the United St.ates,
Canada and Mexico. He is the author of
the famous "ExcellaRead" method of
Speed Reading. Be sure to attend one of
these most informative meetings.

--~- ----
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Sell-out Rumors Anger Ex-Coach ·
A former Eastern assistant
football coach is hot over what
he claims are accusations
sparked by Head Coach Dick
Zornes that he sold out the
Eagle squad by giving Whitworth College information
which led to the Pirates' 16-0
upset victory over the Eagles
on September 22nd.
Rios said he first became
aware of the situation when
he was stopped on a street in
downtown Spokane by a man
who identified himself as a
father of an EWU player. "He
· stuck his finger in my chest
and said that I was responsible
for the , loss to Whitworth
because I had given them an
Eastern playbook and other
scouting information, " said
Rios.
Several Eastern players con curred with Rios . " Zornes told
us that Rios had given away
infor mation and was in con tact with Whitworth coaches
and said that he did not want
any players to be talking to

Rios about anything to do
with football," said one present Eagle player. Another
player said that "Zornes implied that RiN· was involved in
giving Whitworth information.
I though it was just a bunch of
b.s. I can't imagine Rios would
do a thing like that. It came
across to me that Zornes was
looking for an e>:cuse."
Rios, a former All - Northwest
linebacker and assistant coach
the past three years for Eastern, was retained by Zornes to
coach ,he Eagle linebackers
again this season but left the
job two days before the EWU
summer
football
camp
opened.
"I know I left Dick (Zornes)
in a bind but we had an
understanding that if I had a
better opportunity I would
take it," said Rios. "I was
asked to quit my job as a
counselor for the Indian Edu cation Department and de vote
full time to football for
$2,000," he said.
1

"I received an OJ:)portunity
to play semi -pro football with
the Spokane Goldenhawks
which also allowed me to
keep my present job with the
Indian Education Dept.," Rios
said, adding that "Participating is more enjoyable for me
than coaching . I ·went into
coaching at 27 when I thought
I had reached the end of the
road as a player. But after I
saw Zornes' program and
treatment of individuals it just
wasn' t worth it for me to coach
here."
"When I told -Dick I wasn't
going to coach he told me that
if I d idn't, he didn't think I'd
ever coach again . I thought he
meant I would lose interest
and wouldn't get back into
coaching . But with the present
accusations I know he meant
that as a threat. Those accusations are slanderous and could
have far reaching affects on
my chance of every getting
another coaching job," said
Rios.

Rios admits that he attended
a Whitworth practice during
the week before the Eastern
CQntest. He claims he and two
other ex-Eagle players were
scouting a Whitworth player
for the Spokane Goldenhawks.
"I'm not mad at anyohe,"
said Rios. "Zornes has proven
a successful coach . I've never
said anything bad about him . I
think the man has a personality problem or is faced with
a problem he just can't cope
with ."
"Eastern has sunk a lot of
money in the football program . They brought in a new
football coach to improve
things and he lost to Whitworth who may be the worst
team in the northwest. A loss
like that can really be damaging to their recruiting effort.
Zornes and the school needed
a scape goat," Rios stated.
Dick Zornes, in a telephone
interview, told the Easterner

that "We ( coaching staff)
never at any time accused
Rios for the Whitworth loss.
We simply got out coached
and out played."
Zornes said that he learned
that Rios had divulged information to a player that was
discussed in confidence amongst the coaching staff
before Rios quit.
"I feel that kind of tihing can
only fragment a ball club,"
said Zornes. "I told the team
not to discuss anything to do
with team matters with Rio~. I
told them they didn't have to ·
sever their friendship with
him."
Both athletic director Ron
Raver and President H.
George Frederickson said they
had heard only rumors about
the situation and said that no
action would be taken at this
time.

Intramurals Get Gritty

by Tom Snell
Complimented by a fine
recreation program and outstanding facilities, Eastern
Washington University is
boasting another great quarter of intramural activities.
Intramural director Brent
Wooten is very pleased with
the program. "We have an
outstanding intramural program to go along with outstanding facilities," said

Wooten . A study made four
years ago judged our school
tops in the total intramural
program, including facilities,
programming and staff. I think
we've maintained and even
improved the program over
the years," he added.
Wooten said
he
was
pleased with his staff and
noted that student supervisors
are generally chosen from th.e
recreation program.

IM Football Standings
M en 's League
Monday-Wednesday :
(W)
Flyers
4
Columbia Gold
4
GDS
3
69ers
2
The Boilers
2
Booz in' Bod Co.
2
N ight -Prowlers
2
High Rollers
2
A.K .'s
2
No Names
l
Block Byrds
0
Weekend Warriors
0

(L)
0
0
1
2
2
2
2
2

2
3
4

Tuesdoy- lhursdoy
Posi tion 69ers
F.O.A.D.
High Society
B.A.M .F.
Elbows and A -holes
The Word
Rangers
Guess Who
Stiff & Ready
Women's League
Monday-Wednesday :
Awesome Curves
M .J. Goldies

4

(W)
4
4

3

(L)
0
0
0

2

·,

- 1
1

3
3
3
3

l
0
0

(W)
2
3
0

3

(L)
1

l

VELO SPORT CYCL. RY
Adult Bicytle
Sales-Service- Parts
502 ½ First St. 1 • , •

Cheney
235-6531
10-1
.&
2=-6 .
Tuesday through Saturday
VELO SPORT CYCLERY'

3

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Mark Laitala
5'11'', 185 lbs.

Senior Quarterback
Issaquah, Washington
. \;

. .,.

Mark completed 18 out of 26 passes for .·
306 yards and two touchdowns to lead
the Eagles to a victory over Cal State,
Hayward by a score of 24:22 .
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ayward Gets
by.Jerry King
Sports Edi tor
Mark Laitala, having his
finest day passing as an Eagle,
led a sky-high Eastern football
team to a 24-22 upset victory
over the Cal State Hayward
Pioneers last Saturday in the
San Francisco Bay area.
Laitala hit 18 of 26 attempts
for 306 yards and two touchdowns. Curt Didier hauled in
seven of those passes for 148
yards and one touchdown
while Randy Hendrick caught

six passes good for 84 yards
and one touchdown.
Tailback Darryl Bell continued his torrid rushing pace
with 145 yards on 28 carries,
including a touchdown run of
56 yards.
Although the bigger Cal
State team had a chance to tie
the game with a two-point
conversion, the game was not
as close as the score indicated.
Four Eastern· turn-overs kept
the Eagles from blowing the
game wide open. The quicker

ammered

Eagles dominated the statistics
with 462 yards to Cal State's
224 yards on total offense.
Middle linebacker Mike
Blowers led the rugged Eagle
defense with 18 tackles while
defensive end Marv Sperber
recovered two Hayward fumbles and was in on nine
tackles.
After a scoreless first period,
Hayward picked up ten quick
points early in the second
quarter on a one yard run and
a field goal.

The Eagles answered back
with two touchdowns--a 56
yard run by Darryl Bell and a
16 yard Loitala to Hendrick
scoring pass--to give Eastern a
14-10 lead at intermission.
Eastern increased its lead to
17-10 in the third qu1arter on a
23-yard field goal by Dennis
Patterson. The Eagles then let
Cal State back in the game
when the Pioneers recovered
an Eagle fumble in the end
zone. The kick failed, leaving
EWU on top, 17-16.

The Eagles made it 24- 16 on
Laitola's 11-yard touchdown
pass to Curt Didier.
In the fourth period, Hayward State moved within two
points of the Eagles on a
one-yard quarterback keeper.
But the stingy Eagle defense
stopped the Pioneers twopoint run attempt to preserve
the victory 24-22.
The win boosted the EWU
record to 3-1 while Cal State
dropped to 2-3.

*****
V:olleybelles Push
Sa I ly Scrivner' s consistent
hitting led Eastern Washington
to a 15-7, 15-10, 15-9 nonleague volleyball victory over
Skagit Valley Community College here Monday night.
The Eagles continued their
winning ways Tuesday night
with v/ins over Whitworth,
15-6, 1~-11, and Spokane
Falls, 15-3, 15-3.
The Eastern women are
flying high with a 11-2 overall
record thus far. and Coach
Mary Rubright is pleased with

those numbers.
"After some tough competition last weekend our team is
back together again," said
Rubright. "The girls are moving the ball much better now
and we're feeling good about
ourselves."
The Eagles will travel to
Bellingham this weekend
where they will face Western
Washington, Central Washington and the University of
Portland in league action.
•Jho to by Hayes Journey

Talking Sports.

Does having the unlimited
support of the administration
and a winning reputation give
college coaches the pttitude of
not having to answer to anyone?
Two weeks ago a 21-yearold reporter for The Michigan
Daily approached Coach Bo
Schembechler with a tape
recorder. Michigan had made
only one of 10 field-goal
attempts this season and the
reporter asked Schembechler
whether he was considering
recruiting placekickers, something he hadn't actively done
in the past. Sche,ribechler
began to answer, then exploded. The coach jabbed him
with a finger, knocked the
microphone away and gave
him a shove. "Don't try to
make me look bad, son," Bo
fumed . "You understand what
I say or I'll throw you the hell
out of Michigan football."
Schembechler never apologized nor had anybody in
Michigan's administration

pub I icly expressed any regrets. Asked ab>out Schembechler's conduct, Athletic Director Don Canham said, "I
don't condone it but ... I don't
think there's a problem."
Schembechler is not the first
prominent college coach to
blow up. Nor are the Michigan
administrators the first to turn
their heads at such incivility.
Too many college officials
seem willin§ to follow the
lead of Ohio State's administration, which for years studiously refrained from criticizing Woody Hayes for his
excesses. It can be argued that
had his superiors let him know
in earlier years that such
conduct would not be tolerated, Hayes might have
learned to control himself and
might not have ended his
career in disgrace.
Last weekend Frank Kush
met a similar fate. Kush, in his
22nd year as head football
coach ot Arizona State Uni versity, was fired as a result of
a $1 . l million lawsuit. Kush
and ASU are named as defendents in the lawsuit filed in
September by former ASU
punter Kevin Rutledge.
Rutledge claimed in the suit
that Kush forced him to quit
the team as a way to cancel
Rutledge' s scholarship. Rutledge also said Kush punched
him in the face after a bad

• • • • • • • • •

punt in the Husky game last
season.
Who is hurt the most when
these flare-ups occur? · The
college? The administration?
The team? Or is it the players
and other students involved
that have to suffer?
These coaches are among
the most successful coaches in
all of college football. Their
colorful antics and winning
programs attract a tremendous
amount of revenue for their
respective universities. Does
that give them the right to
wa Ik on anyone that may
hinder the success of their
program? . Well, two of the
three coaches mentioned
have been fired while a third
appears "on a path of selfdestruction."

EAGLE SCREAMS:
Eastern's baseball team is
wrapping up its fall season
th is week. Coach Ed Ch issus,
who's team finished 8-7 this
fall, said that a win -loss record
is meaningless because a lot
of experimenting is done at
this time of year .. .
Eagle gymnast Steve Shumsky, former national champion
on the pommel horse, will be
unable to compete again due
to wrist injuries he sustained
in -that sport...
The scream in' Eagle football
team continues to pile up im -

pressive statistics. The Eagles
are averaging 5.0 yards per
play while only allowing 3.5
yards per play on defense.
That is good for an offensive
average of 350 yards per
game as compared to 236 for
their opponents ...
The EWU Soccer Club won
its game last weekend by forfeit. Their opponent, the Idaho
Dynamos of the University of
Idaho, has disbanded. Idaho
was faced with a lawsuit last
year for not allowing foreign
black players on their soccer
club. So, they decided to have
a "separate but equal" team
for the Bia.ck foreigners and
another team for the rest of
the players. It is hard to
believe this sort of thing can
still exist ( even in the Inland
Empire) ..
Unofficial enrollment figures reveal that there are
about 500 more females on
campus than males. What is
this info doing in a sports
column? Oh, come on ...

NATIONAL
ROUND-UP:
Last Friday night CBS televised the NBA season opener
between the Los Angeles and
San Diego Clippers. KREM-TV
of Spokane refused to pick up
the game. KREM has a hi story
of not picking up late night-

with Jerry King
delayed games that are nationally televised. The reason ,
according to sports announcer
Al Keck, is because KREM's
Nostalgia Theatre has a bigger
audience than pro basketbal I .. .
While Pete Rose is making
over a million a year now he
only earned $7,000 the season
he was rookie of the year ...
Tug McGraw, pitcher for the
Philadelphia Phillies, on
whether he favored grass or
artificial turf: "I don't know;
I've never smoked AstroTurf" .. .
The Boise State football
team, 5-1, is ineligible for the
Big Sky Conference championship this year because of
a questionable scouting trip
engineered last season a gainst Northern Arizona. Boise
State dispatched a ' friend' ,
posing as a National Football
League scout, to scope out
Northern Arizona 's workouts.
The ploy was discovered and
the conference declared the
Broncos ineligible for the
title ...
Former NBA star Bill Russell,
when asked how much he was
paid for making commercials
for the telephone compa ny :
" Look for a rate hike" . . .

.
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Alumni President
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Buzz Knows Student Needs
"I w ant to create a more
involved alumni," he said.
Eastern needs on active alumni association to maintain
enrollm e nt when school systems eve rywhere face decreasing numbers of students.
" The co mpetition for attendance will become tougher as
time goes on. Grade schools in
the Seattle area are being
considered for closing because -of lack of students.
Those pe ople could be Eastern's students and we have to
offer them the most to attract
them."
Hatch describes career development and placement as
the point where alumni can
make the most impact. He believes that a concentrated
alumni effort to help Eastern
upgrade its career placement
service will attract _m ore stu-

dents in years to come .
"Students looking at college
today examine what percentages of graduates are getting
jobs in their chosen fields," he
said, and cited Michigan State
University where 58 percent of
the school of education graduates were employed directly
out of school.
Equally important, Buzz
said, is the additional 12 percent o' the MSU education
school graduotes that university's placement office put into
education-associated positions.
"We need to make our
graduates aware that the tools
their education gives them
will fit a number of fields. A
strong alumni association will
make a variety of contacts and
resources available to placement personnel and stu-

dents," he says.
"Our placement program
must meet the student more
than half way," he said. "We
must make ourselves known
as a university that has a
pipeline into the job market in
this region. Our alumni can do
that for Eastern."
Since the close of the Vietnam War, Americans have
been repeatedly told of the
traumatized veteran unable to
find a job, kick drugs or
generally fit in.
This bleak picture is rarely
offset by positive stories of the
rturning vets who have
achieved and whose lives
were en~anced by their military service.
Williard "Buzz" Hatch, new
president of the Eastern Washington University Alumni Association, is an ideal example

CEL Making Gains
by Onigwe Echikunwoke
An offspring of the university Year For Action, organized
by the education department
three years ago, the Center
For Experiential learning (CEL)
is waxing into a fledgeling
and strong section of the
institution.
The center, located on the
2nd floor of Hargr"eaves Holl ,
affords students an opportunity to apply what they learn
in the class to off-campus
internshi ps, establishing a link
between the students and the
outside world.
The center makes contacts
with businesses and institutions and arranges for student
placements in areas that re late to their majors. Some
students earn some money
during internships, others do it
for credit.
like the satellite centers, the
CEL is funded by the University
and has a staff of 12--o
mixture of full-timers, parttimers, and faculty members
from many deportments.
The relation of the CEL and
the other departments is on a
volunteer basis. At its inception, only three deportments
participated in the CEL programs. Today 29 departments

-,

r

participate.
Asked if the role of the CEL
overlaps . with other deportments, CEL director Dr. Michae I Whitesoge stated:
"There is no overlap involved.
The attitude of many deportments in participating is that
of enthusiasm. There are still
some departments which hesi tate to participate in our
program but we are doing our
best to explain our function to
them and in the future we
hope to see all departments
benefit from the CEL."
The CEL stretches its services
beyond the institution .
"We are a new innov ative
thrust in this area. Over the
last three years, more than 300
employees from all over the
Northwest have benefited
from our services," the director stated .
Currently, the CEL is undertaking two new programs with
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. This is
a $6,000 c ontract with the
federal government, wherein
the CEL will train federal
empioyees.
Two other departmen ts responded their opin ions about
the CEL and its role .
At the government department, the coordinator of un...

CENEX
SELF SERVICE GAS
LUBE OILS & GREASES
Anyone, Any Place
Check Our Prices Before You Buy

118 Union

Cheney, WA

agement and political science
at Boston University and the
University of Kentucky. He is
now studying for a Master's of
Business Administration at
Seattle City College.

Buzz
Hatch

Spokane Air Quality
Thick As A Brick Had a little trouble ,with
your sinuses lately? Had some
short breath while jogging?
Try these figures on Spokane
air quality.
The feds say that allowable
particulate pollution suspended in the air is 75 micrograms
per cubic meter of air. So far
in 1979 monitoring stations
have reported average readings in excess of the Environmental Protection Agency's
norms. The city hall readings
averaged 175, with Gonzaga

University and Rogers High
School reporting 120 and 152
averages, respectively. The
industrial area monitor at
Freya and Ferry led the standings with a whooping 278!
In a seven-day period ending last Thursday Spokane
passed the eight-hour maximum federal standards for
carbon monoxide twice bringing those 1979 violations to 14.
EPA regs say this is not to
happen more than once a
year!

····································••;
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Grange Supply Co.

\,

dergroduate internship Dr.
George Drurrie said that the
CEL is an important shopping
center for undergraduate in ternship.
''My department and many
others do not have any grant
for fieldwork but the center
has a grant from the administration to provide field staff
through which students ore
able to go out and practice.
This makes the CEL a valuable
administrative clearing house;
they provide all kinds of
se rvices and their brochures
and bullet ins are all _ove r th e
place .
"My department and the
CE L coordinate efforts to let
students go out and beat the
brush, but in terms of coopera tive educat ion advocated by
the cen ter, our relationship
with the CEL is that of fluctua tio"n ," · the coordinator explained .
Dr. Douglas Gwynn, chairman of the sociology department said his deportment is
still surveying the possible
avenues in which the socio logy department can work
with the CEL.
"We are still trying to find
out what is go ing on . We hove
invited the · CEL director to
come to our department meeting and explain the activities
of his center.
"We hope that in the next
one year or two something
con be worked out between
my department and the CEL."

of a man who served in the
armed forces through the most
unpopular war in our history
and came away with insight
and compassion.
Buzz and his wife, Mory,
live in the Seattle suburb of
Bothell. He commutes into the
city daily to the National
Alliance of Businessmen
where he is the director of the
veterans program.
A few years ago Buzz was
an Army captain on duty in
West Germany. Before that,
he did a stint with the Airborne Cavalry in Vietnam's
combat zone. He come home
with the Bronze Star and the
Army Commendation Medal.
Buzz understands the problems and needs of veterans.
The collegiate and military
careers of Buzz Hatch were
bonded at Eastern in the midsixties. Following a threeyear, post-high school term in
the Marines, Buzz enrolled at
Eastern to major in history. He
was Eastern's 1965 Distinguished Military Graduate. He was
elected to three student government positi0ns while at
Eastern.
Hatch's military responsibilities rose with his rank . While
serving with the Eighth Infantry Division, he managed a
$15 million annual budget and
created a new system of control Ii ng expenditures.
Buzz's military career also
included citations for developing training programs in the
12-state, Sixth Army western
U.S. area.
During his military career
Hatch continued his education, studying business man -
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MOS r CAR S II ! RUCKS
(Mud II Snow tires no t includod)

.~ CAPI I OL l'IRE Fft~ES/WAREHOUSl:S, INC.
America's Origina l and Largest Discount Tire Program
OVER 4,014,250 TIRES SOLD

:RADIALS · ·
'

COMPACT FABRIC RADIAL

4-PL Y POL VESTER

78 SERIES-2+2 WHITEWALLS

30,000- MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
Tubele ss blackwall s Li f e t im e ro a d
hazard , workman s hip and ma te rial s
w arran t Ies .
SIZE
GROUP PR ICE
T
155SR12 .......... 25.90 ...... 1.34
155SR13 ......... . 26 .90 ...... 1.49
165SR13 ......... . 27 .90 ...... 1.65
165SR14 ..... .. . . . 29.90 ...... 1.78
165SR15 .......... 31 .90 ...... 1.85

18.000-MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
Blac kw all A dcpend;ible tire at a ve ry pop•
ufar pri ce L1fet, me road h;izard , workman shi p and ma teri al wmran t, es
SIZE
ROUP PR IC
ET

30,000- MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
Two p o lyes te r b o dy pi les & 2 f i b e r g la ss b e lt s . Li fe tim e r oa d h aza rd ,
w o rkm a n s hip a n d m a te ri a ls w a rran ti es .
SIZ
GROUP PR IC
F T

A 78- 13
C78-14
E78-14
F78- 14
G78- 14
G78- 15

25,000-MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
Top qua lit y ful l 78 series whit ewall s Li fe·
li mo road halard . workmansh ip and ma terI;i ls warranties
SIZ
ROUP PRICE
F T

40,000- MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
Tub less bl ac kw a ll s . L1f e t1m r oad
h aza rd . w o rkm a n shi p a nd ma t ria ls
w a rra nti es .
SI E
GROUP PnlCE
FET

.......... 28 .92 .... . . 1.37
.......... 26.44 ...... 1.3 4
.......... 30 .83 ...... 1.43
.......... 32 .94 ...... 1.69
.......... 35 .76 ...... 1.81
.......... 37 .75 ...... 1.79
...... .... 39.70 ...... 1.91
.......... 41 .90 ...... 2.20
.......... 39.74 ...... 1.89
Ii.
WIDE 70 SERIE S
:E 175/70HR13 ... .... 41 .90 ...... 1.78
185/ 70HR 13 ... .. . . 42 .90 ...... 2 .06
185/ 70HR14 ....... 45 .90 ...... 2.09
Cl) 195/70HR14 ....... 49.90 ...... 2.2 4
~ 185/70HR15 ....... 50.90 ...... 2 . 13

>
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C

C

>
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78 SERIES RADIAL
35.000-MILE TREA0WEAR WARRANTY

Ii. Wl11t walls The so ft nd 1ng radia l tI r

:E

::::>

Ii.

I-

tha t you can a ff o r d L lf e t1 m road
h aza rd , w orkmans h ip and ma t ri a ls
w arr an ties
SIZ
ROUP PRICE
FE T

ct

BR78- 13 .......... 38 .35
W DR78- 14 ....... . . 39.81
~ ER78-14 ........... 40.94
'"'4. FR78 - 14 ........... 42.76
Cl) GR78- 14 ......... . 43 .78
HR78- 14 .......... 47.83
FR78 - 15 ........... 43.90
9R78-15 .......... 45.73
HR78- 15 .......... 47.65
JR78- 15 ........... 49.84
LR78 - 15 . . .. . . . .... 50.87

...... 1 90
...... 2. 15
...... 2.27
...... 2.38
...... 2.57
...... 2.75
.... .. 2.3 9
...... 2.66
...... 2.84
... . .. 3 .0 2
...... 3. 13

78 SERIES STEEL RADIAL
45.000-MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
Wh ite w a ll s . 2 stro ng b elts o f stee l an d
2 p olyes te r co rd pl ies. Life t im e road
ha za rd , w o rk m an s h i p a nd ma t e r ia ls
w arra nti es.
SIL
nOUP PnlC F T
BR78- 13 (P175-80R13)
DR78 - 14 (P 195-75R14)
ER78 - 14 (P 195- 75R14 )
FR78 - 14 (P205-75R14)
GR78- 14 (P21r. 75R 14)
HR78 - 14 (P275-/SR l4)
GR78 - 15 (P2 15-75R1 5)
GR70- 15 (P2 15-70 R1 5)
HR78- 15 (P225-75R15)
JR 78 - 15(P225-75R 15)
LR78 - 15 (P235 75R 15)

A78-13• ........... 25 .83 ...... 1.63
B78- 13 • ........... 26 .59 ...... 1.6 9
C78-13• ........... 27.47 .. ... 1.9 1
C78-14• .......... 29.30 ...... 187
E78-14 ............ 31 .15 ...... 2 10
F78-14 ....... . .... 32.35 . . .... 2 .22
G78 - 14 ............ 33 .73 ...... 2 .38
H78- 14 ......... .. 35 .59 ...... 2.6 1
C78-15 ............ 30 .95 ...... 2 .00
F78-15 ............ 33.20 ...... 2 41
G78-15 ............ 34.19 ..... . 2 44
H78- 15 ..... ....... 36.28 ...... 2 .66
J78- 15 ........... . 37.76 ...... 2 .91
L78-15 ............ 38.93 .... .. 2.96
· 2- pl y , 4- ply ra t e d .

1 98
2 28
2 38
2.55
2 65
2 5
2 73
2 93
2 96
3 14
3 30

44 .90
47 .86
48 .91
50 .84
51 .97
57 .80
53.85
60 .67
55 .93
58 .71
63 .69

I-

We now o ff r bo th a 60 & 70 se ries rai sed
white letter t,rc ,n rad ial conslruc tIon and
bias bel t Life time road hazard , workman •
ship ;ind ma terials warran ties
W are
also o ffering a mileage warran ty on bolh
types o f tires

ct

70 SERIES BIAS BELTED

Ii.

:E
::::>

Ii.

W

............ 26. 72
........ . ... 29 .90
............ 29.63
............ 30.94
............ 32.86
............ 33 .68
. . .. ... ..... 35.91
............ 34.79
....•....... 36.68
............ 38.85

...... 1. 7 4
...... 1.89
. .. . .. 2.01
. .... 2.2 1
...... 2.3 4
...... 2.53
..... . 2. 76
...... 2.59
...... 2.8 2
...... 3. 11

600-12
19.90
P155/ 80O - 13
19.90
615- 13
19.90
560- 15
19.90
600- 15
21 .90
.
• Add $2 .00 for whitewalls

. . .... ...... 31 .89
........ . ... 37.72
............ 38.69
............ 40 .63
............ 41 .74

...... 1.9 1
...... 2 .3 9
...... 2 .54
...... 2 .7 1
...... 2 .77

60 SERIES BIAS BEL TED
20,000-M ILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
SIZ
ROUP PRICE
FET
B60 -13
F60 - 14
G60 - 14
L60-14
G60 - 1 5
L60 - 15

. . . . ...... 34 .46
. . . . . . . . . . . 41 .84
. . . . . . . .. 43.56
. . . . . . . . . 50. 78
. . . . . . . . . 45 . 73
.
.. 51 .56

...... 2 . 16
..... . 2 .8 1
...... 2 99
. . . . 3 54
. . . . 3 03
. . . 361

G78- 14 . ........... 40.88
H78- 14 ............ 42.83
G78-15 ............ 41.86
H78- 15 .. ....... .. 43.77
J78- 15 . . .......... 45.92
L78-15 ............ 47.70

Capitol does not stock Mud &
Snow Tires at all locations.
Please call your local
warehouse for availability.

...... 2 77
. ..... 3.01
.. . ... 2.75
.... .. 3 .01
...... 3 0 6
.... .. 3.19

78 SERIES POL VESTER
SIZE

70 SERIES-WIDE TREAD
WHITEWALLS
T w o p o lyes te r b o dy p l ies p l u s two fi be rg lass b e lts . L1f e 11 me road h aza rd ,
w o rk ma n sh i p a n d m a te ria ls w a rranti es .
SIZE
GROUP PRICE
FE T

A 70-1 3 ............ 32.86
E70-14 .. ....... ... 39.91
F70-14 . .. ... ...... 40.83
G70- 14 ............ 42.98
G70-15 ........... . 43 .94
H70- 15 .. . ......... 45 .96

...... 1. 91
.... . . 2.39
...... 2.5 4
...... 2.7 1
...... 2.77
...... 3. 0 0

78 SERIES STEEL RADIAL

52.90 3 51 54.90
C 57 .90 4 53 61 .90
C 63.90 4 74 65.90
73.90
C

NYLON CORD- TUBELESS
Ll f •tImo workmanship & ma t ria ls warr;in-

t, s
S,Le
700- 14
700· 14
670- 15
8.17.5

Load Rang e
C
D
C
D

roue Pric
35.90
36.90
34 .90
52.90

r

F

2 45
2 57
2 65
3 92

78 SERIES BEL TED
TUBELESS
Nylon co rd body plies with strong nylon
co rd b lls Fi ts mo st c;i mpers. vans and
nick -ups No added exp ndI ture for special
wh I L1fe t11ne workman ship and materials w&rran IIes
L oacl Hwy
rr11c
S110
Rang Design F r D ,gn F E T
G78- 15
C 44 .90 3 44 46 .90 3 63
H78-15
C 47 .SO 3 75 49 .90 3 99
H78•15
D 50.90 3 65 52 .90 3 50
D 54 .90 4 I 5 58.90 ,1 17
L78-16 (II)
Th Load Rang Sys t m IS no w b 111 us d
,n st ad o f Ply Ra tin
C 6-ply ratrnq
D 8-ply ra t,ng

BR70 - 13 ......... 46.00
DR70- 14 . .. . . . . 50.44
ER70 -14 .......... 50.97
FR70 - 14 ...
53.90
GR70 - 14
...... 56 .70
GR70 - 15 .. . ..
58 .69

3 97
4 33

GROUP PRICE

600-12 .. .. ........ 23. 90
600-13 .. . . . .... . .. 24. 90
P155/ 80D-13 .... . . 25.90
560-15 ............ 24.90
600-15 ............ 25. 90

4 64

5 44

FE T

......
......
......
... ...
.. . ...

1. 58

1. 7 4
1.61
1.86
1. 85

COMPACT RADIAL
155SR12
155SR13
165SR13
175SR13
165SR14
175SR14
165SR15

......... . 30.90
.......... 30.90
.......... 31 .90
......... 34.90
. ......... 33.90
.......... 37.90
.......... 35.90
70 SER IES
185/ 70SR13 . ..... 40.90
195/70SR14 ....... 49.90

60 SERIES RADIALS
...... 2 .28
.... .. 2 . 79
...... 2.85
...... 298
...... 3 02
...... 307
...... 3 55

D
D
D
D
D

49.90
56.90
60.90
63 .90
76 .90

3 50
3 93
4 49
4 55
5 60

51 .90
59.90
65 .90
67 .90
80 .90

3 56
4 09
4 67
4 78
5 87

COMMERCIAL MUD & SNOW
EX- TRACTION NYLON CORD

dtMll~I

features 1 '11

diameter p1s1on

9.90 each .... . ... 4 for 37 .50
TERRAIN T
R
1

~

Perlorrmrnc

I

C
D

T

36.90
38.90
38.90
42.90
51.90

2 93
3 23
3 03
3 39
4 09

FOR ME

HEAVY DU Y

USE YOUR
CR DIT UNION
INANCING PROGRAM

OF FL UCTUAT IN

Labor noI included

ADS NSOR
ccu c'lnd 1n1c;k t1s your load ch angos all
this w11h uu 1 spr1nq!1 hoses or co mpres
sors

,11110

79.90
pa Ir

,1npl1ca11on

truc k van

RV

,1ppl1cat1on

83.90
pa Ir

MAINT N NCE FREE

group
pri o

The all new non-calcium main tenance Ire battery
ruup P11c
s_,l_ _ _ _ _
ro_u~p_Pr_,c_e

36 MONTH WARRANTY

60 MONTH WARRANTY 72 MONTH WARRANTY

SILO

MF22F .......... 34.90
MF42 ........... 37.90
MF24 / MF24F/
MF60 . . ......... 42.90
MF27/ MF27F .. . . 47.90
MF74SM ........ 43.90

1 ............... 25.90
19L ..... . ....... 27.90

SON
USE THE
CAPITOL
"BUDGET PA Y PLA N"

MF22F . . ........ 43.90
MF24/ MF24F . ... 52.90
MF72SM ..... ... 44.90
MF74SM ........ 53.90
MF27/ MF27F .... 58.90

No Trade-In Required On
Any Battery Purchased.

Mail Orders Welcome

TH IS IS NOT A " LIMITED TIME SALE" IT IS CAPITOL 'S CONTINUOUS PROGRAM

VISA

42 . 90 pair

oriq,roal purch,rscr

Capitol Batteries are made by the world 's
largest battery manufacturer.

42 MONTH WARRANTY

D
C
C

TRIDG S
Mrtcf"lht.•r son c:,1ru1 suspension sys 1cms

T11c shoc k IM I au tomn t1cally levpls your

20 .50 each ...... 4 for 76 .00
LEVEL IF
FronI & nt>ar Spring
31 .90 pair
Ass,s t Shock

22F .. ........... 29. 90
22NF ........... 32.90
24/ 24F/ 29N F .... 36.90
53 .. ............ 34. 90
72SM ......... .. 35.90
74SM ........... 38. 90

Range

pair

On£> yer1r I re,• rurlacement w arran t y t o

Shocks

fo r Pi c kups . Vans . 4WDs & RVs

t, s

I oad
700- 14(tbfs)
700- 15
650- 16
700- 16
750- 16

OC

r piston

Ltf I,me workmanship & materials warran S iz ,

...... 2.01
...... 2 36

Coniµlel!'ly Sri/ Conta,nC>d
No Expos d Air Bags
1,nc air I,0<,r i..11 1
42.90

7.90 each .... .. .. 4 for 28.00
" UPE SHO

L, f 11m workm ans hip & ma terial s warran t, s
Load Hwy
Trac
Sil
Rang Design F ET Design FET
800- 16.5
875 -16.5
950-16.5
10- 16.5
12-16.5

I

T NDARD
4 .90 eac h
EAVY
J y

Appl1c11I,on1

(L ,rn,tcd

STEEL RADIAL TRUCK

CAMPER-DUPLEX TYPE
NYLON CORD-TUBELESS

FE T

...... 1 .58
...... 1. 72
...... 1.93
..... 199
...... 2 05
...... 2.07
...... 2. 11

Capitol Shocks are made by the world 's largest
shock manufacturer.

t ·3 t

St el bells/ poly ster co rd body designed
to d liver mor m,loag . ftt I economy and
lo wer cos t p · r m,I0 L1 fot1m workmansh ip
and ma lerials warran ties
S ILO
Load Rang
roup Price F T
4 44
875 -R16 .5
D
79.90
950-R16 .5
D
87 .90
5 04
75 0R16(tt)
D
4 42
82 .90

GROUP PRI CE

SIZE

...... 2 . 17
.... 2 38
..... 2 63
...... 2 70
...... 2 .93
..... 2 96

KEEP THIS PRICE SCHEDULE UNTIL UPDATED
BECA US

.. 2. 48
.. 2 .68
.. 2.91
.. 3 .09
.. 2 .68
.. 2.9 7
.. 3 . 16
.. 3 .49

70 SERIES RADIALS

Our Pledge to Members
Wo Vi!IU you S CUSIOfll!'f (111(1 dS il rnum
bor ol tho Ca pit o! fa1111ly ol mq,1n11a I,ons. ancJ
wo appr c,a t your loyalty I hough lh pa c •
of 11111 11011 r rna,n s high and wo con tInu 10
rec ,vo m nufacturors· ,ncroases wo pl cfgc
to ko p our p11c s as low as 111cruascd cos ts
will allnw ... alw, y wllhou l sar.11flt1f1lJ quallly
s rvIc.o. or ou, su p 1101 warra nty policy

FE T

.. 2 .09
.. 2 .4 1

COMPACT
SIZE

30.000-MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
ROUP PR ICE
F r
SIZE

BR60 -13 . . . . . . . 48.83
ER60- 14 .. . .. ..
.. 53.84
FR60 - 14 .......... 56.64
GR60 - 14 ......... 59.96
FR60-15 . . . ....... 60.91
GR60- 15 .
.. 61 .87
LR60-15 . .. . . .. 67.88

NYLON CORD-TUBE TYPE

GROUP PRICE

P175/80R13 BR78- 13 ... . 44.98
P185/75 R14 CR78- 14 ... . 51.58
P195/75 R14
(OR78-14) (ER78-14) .. . .. 51 .99
P205/ 75R14 FR78-14 .. .. 52.98
P215/75 R14 GR78-14 ... . 57.70
P225/ 75R14 HR78 -14 ... . 59.88
P205/75R15 FR78-15 . . . . 54.83
P215/75R15 GR78- 15 ... . 58.45
P225/75R15 HR78-15 .... 60.82
P235/ 75R15 LR78-15 ... . 65.71

L 1fe t1 me , w o rkm a n sh ip and mate ri als
warra n ties .
Trac
Load Hwy
S1LC
Rang Dcs,gn FE r D sign FE l
D

F.E.T

....... ... .. 26. 74 .. .... 1 .69
.. . . . .... . .. 27. 79 .. ... . 1.89
.......... .. 28.88 ...... 2 . 10
............ 29.82 .... .. 2.07
............ 31.91 ...... 2 .29
... . ... ..... 33.40 .. . . .. 2.44
............ 34.69 ...... 2 .56
............ 35.77 .... .. 2.83
. .. ........ . 34.64 ...... 2.62
............ 37.39 ..... . 2 .84
............ 38.84 ... ... 3 . 10
. ........ .. . 3 9. 92 ...... 3. 12

SIZE

TUBELESS - RAISED WHITE
LETTERS - BLACKWALLS WHITEWALLS

N78-15(WW)
10-15
11 - 15
12- 15

GROUP PRI CE

A 78-13
B78-13
C78-13
C78-14
E78- 14
F78-14
G78•14
H78- 14
G78-15
H78-15
J78-15
L7 8-15

30,000-MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
IZ
ROUP PRICE
FE r

Life 11 m workmanship & materials warran •
ties
S12e
Load Rang e Gro11e Pri ce FE r
700- 15
33.90
2 86
C
650-16
.c
36.90
2 63
700- 16
C
37.90
3 02
750 -16
D
45.90
3 70

1 44
1 57
1 57
1 64

32.000-MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
Fou r po lyes te r bod y p li es p l us two
fib e rg lass be lt s, six- pl y tread fo r ex t ra
stre n g th . Li fe tim e road haza rd , w orkmansh ip a n d ma teria ls w a r ran ties .
SIZE
GROUP PRICE
FE T

SIZE

A 70-13
E70-14
F70 - 14
G70 - 14
G70-15

1 46

78 SERIES-4+2 WHITEWALLS

20,000-MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
GROUP PRICE
FET

~

Cl)

A 78-13
C78- 13
C78-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78- 14
G78-15
H78- 15
L78 - 15

18,000-MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
T u b el ess b lack w a ll s a nd wh i te w a ll s . ·
Li fe time roa d h aza r d , w o rkmanship
and materia l s w a rranti es .
SIZ
ROUP PRI G
f
r

30.000-MILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY

ct
a:

ct

a:

...... 1 . 62
...... 1 .88
...... 2 .10
.... .. 2 .2 2
...... 2 .38
...... 2 .44

4-PL Y POLYESTER

COMPACT STEEL RADIAL

155SR12
C., 145SR13
Ii. 155SR13
165SR13
:E 175SR13
W 165SR14
175SR14
Q 185SR14
a:: / 165SR15

............ 19.98
........ . ... 22 .72
.... ........ 24 .71
.... , .. . .... 27.15
........ .. .. 28.45
............ 28 .53

BLACKWALLS &
WHITEWALLS

•

• :

..

• ':

We ca n shi p tires or other 11st d
it ms. fr eight co ll ec t, to your address
or loca l dock Call or write your
nearest warehouse for compl te
1nformat1on

INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

M A N UF ACT URE RS' COSTS OUR PRI CES AR E SUBJECT TO CHA NGE WI T HO UT NOT ICE.
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE EASTERNER

-u

-

Ea'.Sterner
~

rn
V,
rn

10 EY-SAVING OPPORITNITY
on top quality tires,
bat teriLs, sho k .ihsorbers
and wheels madl' b' lhl
lcadin~ manu actur~rs.
2 WRITTEN WARRANTIES are
hono r •d at all Capitol
warehouses.
Mileage Warranties
Rod Hazard ~arrantieti
\.Jorkmanship
Materials
Warranties.
3. CAPITOL SELLS AT LO~ER
PRICES BECALSF OF:
Factorv nlrcc Purchases
Volume Buy in'
Lo w 0v rhead Warehouse
Loca ions
Cash savings a e passed on
to vou.
4. CO fVENIENT HO RS: Weekdays 8 a.m. t o
p.m.,
Satu r daVti 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
5. MANY LOCATIO NS to serve you
and your family wh n you
are on the road. Check our
lotations.
6. MASTER CHARGE, BANKAMER I CARD
& VISA are honored.
7. BUDGET PAYME,T PLAN avai1ahle with approval of
credit.
8, CAPITO! uOES NOT SELL TO
THE GENERAi PUBLIC.
Yt must prest'n t you r
lltmbe1sh ip c.a rd and I.D.
when making purchatieS.
9. WELCOME to the Original
and Lar~ st Gr up Program
of its kind.
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SPEClAL MONEY -SAVING
BENEFITS FOR YOU . ..

::0
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MAYBE ...

sssss
Definitely.
This program
means more
today than ever
before.

Why. ••

